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1 Water scarcity is a critical issue in semiarid regions; however, regional groundwater monitoring is extremely limited. This study evaluates the ability of the GRACE satellites to monitor groundwater storage in the semiarid High Plains aquifer, United States (450,000 km² area), which is subjected to intense irrigation. GRACE-derived terrestrial water storage (TWS) is highly correlated with the sum of soil moisture (SM) and groundwater storage (GWS) ($R = 0.96$ for in situ measured SM from 78 stations and $R = 0.95$ for simulated SM with the Noah land surface model with root-mean-square difference of 38 mm and 36 mm, respectively). Correlation between seasonal GWS changes calculated from GRACE TWS minus SM and measured GWS (~1000 wells per season) is also high ($R = 0.73$ for in situ SM and $R = 0.72$ for simulated SM). Variability in SM is mostly restricted to the upper 2 m of the soil. Monitored SM compared favorably with simulated SM ($R = 0.82$). Study results show the potential for using GRACE gravity measurements to monitor TWS and GWS over large semiarid regions subjected to intense irrigation.


1. Introduction

2 Variations in terrestrial water storage, including surface water, snow and ice, soil moisture, and groundwater, are essential for understanding a wide range of hydrologic, climatic, and ecological processes and are important for water resources and agricultural management. Water scarcity is a global concern, with an estimated 1.1 billion people lacking access to clean water [World Health Organization, 2003]. Increasing demand for water requires more accurate information on water resources. While monitoring networks for precipitation and rivers exist in most regions, monitoring of subsurface water reservoirs (soil moisture and groundwater) is inadequate. However, groundwater represents a much larger fraction (~30%) of global fresh water resources than rivers (~0.006%) [Dingman, 2002]. In addition, depletion of groundwater resources has increased substantially in the last several decades, particularly in places where groundwater-based irrigation has expanded, such as the North China Plain and western India [Scanlon et al., 2007]. However, monitoring of groundwater storage in these regions is extremely limited. Lack of information on groundwater storage changes inhibits development and execution of effective water management plans. Many countries with severe groundwater depletion problems have limited information on spatial and temporal variability in groundwater storage [Shah et al., 2000], as monitoring networks are generally limited and it is difficult to regionalize point-based measurements. To improve water resources management it is critical to develop monitoring systems that provide accurate and timely information on the status of water reservoirs, including water in soil and aquifers.

3 Satellites, in this case the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite, have the potential to address the observational gap of monitoring regional water storage changes. The GRACE mission provides approximately monthly changes in terrestrial water storage (TWS) on the basis of measurements of the Earth’s global gravity field [Tapley et al., 2004; Wahr et al., 2004]. TWS, as inferred from the gravity measurements, represents a vertically integrated measure of water storage that includes groundwater, soil moisture, surface water, snow and ice, and biomass. Therefore, in order to infer one component from total TWS (e.g., groundwater storage), other components (e.g., surface water, soil moisture) need to be measured or estimated. A number of studies have validated GRACE-derived TWS with results from land surface models and with monitored soil moisture and groundwater storage changes. These studies showed that GRACE TWS can be used to evaluate land surface model simulations and to estimate changes in components of the water budget (e.g., evapotranspiration, soil moisture, groundwater, snow water, and basin discharge) within large basins [e.g., Rodell et al., 2004b; Syed et al., 2005; Yeh et al., 2006; Rodell et al., 2006; Niu and Yang, 2006; Hu et al., 2006; Swenson et al., 2008b]. These studies have mainly been conducted for large river basins in humid regions with shallow groundwater (e.g., Mississippi and Amazon River basins, Illinois aquifer). However, many of
the world’s critical water resource problems are in basins in semiarid regions with typically deep water tables (tens of meters) and large groundwater level declines, primarily related to irrigated agriculture. The High Plains aquifer is representative of such an aquifer system in a semiarid region, where extensive irrigation has resulted in large-scale depletion of groundwater storage.

The High Plains aquifer (450,000 km$^2$), underlying eight states in the central United States, is a principal aquifer and a source of water for one of the major agricultural areas in the world (Figure 1). The aquifer is generally unconfined and consists of sediments of late Tertiary and Quaternary age. The Ogallala Formation (upper Tertiary) is the main geologic unit of the aquifer and consists of a heterogeneous sequence of sands, silts, clays, and gravels [Gutentag et al., 1984]. Saturated thickness of the aquifer ranges from 0 to 300 m (mean 60 m), and water table depth ranges from 0 to 150 m (mean 30 m) [Dennehy, 2000]. The climate of the region is mostly semiarid, with mean annual precipitation (P) ranging from 400 mm in the west to 600 mm in the east, and mean annual pan evaporation (PE) from 1,500 in the north to 2,700 mm in the south, greatly exceeding precipitation [Gutentag et al., 1984]. The High Plains region is also known as one of the largest agricultural areas of the world, with 175,000 km$^2$ of cropland (Figure 1a). Because of the generally low P/PE ratio, agriculture in the region is heavily dependent on irrigation, mainly from groundwater.

The large-scale irrigated area (~50,000 km$^2$, Figure 1b) represents 27% of irrigated land in the U.S. and accounts for ~30% of groundwater used for irrigation in the U.S. [Dennehy, 2000]. As a result of this large-scale irrigation, groundwater levels in the aquifer have declined significantly. In response to these declines, the U.S. Geological Survey (starting in 1988), in cooperation with federal, state, and local agencies, began monitoring groundwater levels throughout the aquifer to assess annual groundwater level changes. The latest estimates (2005) showed that since predevelopment (1950s) groundwater levels have declined by an average of 3.9 m over the entire aquifer area, with some areas exhibiting declines of up to 84 m [McGuire, 2007]. Estimated annual groundwater withdrawals from the aquifer are ~24 km$^3$ in 2000, with ~97% of the water used for irrigation [Maupin and Barber, 2005]. This is equivalent to 54 mm of water over the entire aquifer area and ~450 mm over irrigated areas. Therefore, most groundwater withdrawals are assumed to occur during the crop growing season, primarily during the summer. Amosson et al. [2003] estimated irrigation water demand for the southern part of the High Plains in Texas, using a water balance crop use approach. Their results showed that ~95% of irrigation withdrawals should occur during the crop growing season from April through August.

Since the inception of the GRACE mission, the High Plains aquifer has been proposed as an ideal location to...
validate GRACE-derived TWS changes because of the large aquifer area (450,000 km$^2$) and because it is the most intensively monitored aquifer at this scale globally [National Research Council Committee on Earth Gravity From Space, 1997]. The large groundwater withdrawals for irrigation also provide a strong seasonal signal that should be detectable by GRACE. Strassberg et al. [2007] compared GRACE-derived seasonal TWS changes over the High Plains aquifer with simulated soil moisture (SM) and in situ measured groundwater storage (GWS) changes for the period from 2003 through 2005. The results show a good fit between GRACE-derived TWS and combined SM + GWS ($R = 0.82$). This paper is an expansion of the previous study that includes a much more in-depth analysis of the use of GRACE data to monitor groundwater storage changes, a longer time period for comparison (2003–2006), an evaluation of the reliability of simulated soil moisture by comparison with in situ monitored soil moisture from an extensive network of soil moisture stations, and the most up-to-date release of GRACE data (release 04 versus release 03 in the previous study). The study includes a dense network of soil moisture stations (78 shallow ($\leq 1$ m) stations, and 13 deep ($\leq 7$ m) stations) and groundwater level changes (an average of 983 data points per season) covering the aquifer area. These ground-based monitoring networks are much denser than those used in most previous analyses. The availability of these data sets provides a unique opportunity to compare GRACE-derived TWS with in situ measurements of water storage in the soil and underlying aquifer over the large area.

In this study seasonal terrestrial water storage changes derived from GRACE gravity measurements were compared with in situ measurements of soil moisture and groundwater levels. An extensive network of soil moisture stations and groundwater level measurements was used to derive in situ estimates of terrestrial water storage. Simulated soil moisture from a land surface model was also compared with in situ soil moisture measurements. This comparison is important to evaluate the reliability of simulated soil moisture. In many areas of the world monitoring of soil moisture and groundwater are limited, and in such cases the combination of GRACE-derived TWS and simulated soil moisture from a land surface model could be used to estimate regional groundwater storage changes. A unique aspect of this study is the comparison of GRACE-derived TWS in a semiarid region over a large aquifer with a deep groundwater table, where variability in groundwater storage is dominated by irrigation. The nature of the region, together with the large amount of available soil moisture and groundwater data, provides an ideal test bed to assess the applicability of GRACE data for monitoring groundwater storage changes.

2. Data and Methods

TWS variations represent a vertically integrated measure of water storage changes that include soil moisture, groundwater, surface water, snow and ice, and biomass. A previous study of TWS changes in the High Plains showed that soil moisture and groundwater are the primary contributors to TWS variability and that variations in snow and ice, biomass, and surface water are relatively minor [Strassberg et al., 2007]. Therefore, in this study changes in TWS were assumed to be controlled primarily by soil moisture and groundwater.

$$\Delta TWS = \Delta SM + \Delta GWS$$

where $\Delta$ is change (e.g., monthly, seasonal, or annual changes), SM is soil moisture, and GWS is groundwater storage. SM in this context refers to volumetric soil moisture content, which is the volume of water stored within the soil column. If TWS and SM are known (e.g., from GRACE and from land surface model simulations, respectively) equation 1 can be reorganized so that GWS changes are estimated ($\Delta GWS = \Delta TWS - \Delta SM$). In this study GRACE-derived TWS was compared with in situ and simulated SM combined with GWS changes derived from groundwater level measurements.

2.1. GRACE Terrestrial Water Storage (TWS)

The GRACE satellites do not measure variations in water storage directly, but instead measure the Earth’s gravitational field. Unlike most missions, the satellites themselves act as the measurement devices. The GRACE system consists of two chasing satellites (also called Tom and Jerry). When gravity increases, the leading satellite accelerates, before the second accelerates and catches up. Thus, gravity variations induce distance variations between the satellites. The GPS location of each satellite is precisely recorded, and a microwave ranging system measures changes in distance between the two satellites to within 10 µm. The GRACE project then uses measured variations in the range rate between the two satellites and other tracking data to estimate gravitational coefficients, along with other dynamical orbit parameters, in a least squares estimation to maximize the fit between a modeled orbit (based on gravitational potential) and the measurements [Bettadpur, 2007]. Estimations of the gravity field coefficients are made approximately every month to spherical harmonic degree and order 60. Spherical harmonics are two-dimensional basis functions represented by Legendre polynomials and cosine and sine functions of order times the longitude. Like a Fourier series, the sum of the spherical harmonic series represents a sum of sinusoidal functions with wavelengths from the longest (the circumference of the Earth, $\sim 40,000$ km) to the smallest ($\sim 40,000$ km/maximum degree), which is $\sim 600$ km in this case. Wahr et al. [1998] detailed the methodology for converting time-variable gravity field coefficients to maps of surface mass density (water storage anomalies) on the basis of the assumption that for periods less than several hundred years the primary cause of temporal changes in the Earth’s gravity field is movement of water mass within the Earth’s relatively thin fluid envelope. One problem with using GRACE data for this purpose is that the gravity coefficients are significantly more accurate for long wavelengths than for short wavelengths; therefore, they must be smoothed and hence represent average water storage over some spherical disk [e.g., Wahr et al., 1998]. Swenson and Wahr [2002] expanded this smoothing idea to create special smoothing functions to obtain the “best” estimate of water storage variation from GRACE for any defined storage area, such as a river basin or aquifer, on the basis of the shape of the storage area (which does not have to be regular), an estimate of GRACE errors as a function of...
Figure 2. GRACE-derived terrestrial water storage (TWS) anomalies over the High Plains aquifer area. Monthly TWS anomalies were aggregated into seasonal anomalies to be compared with monitored/modelled soil moisture and monitored groundwater storage.

spherical harmonic degree, and the mean variability of hydrologic variations outside of the region of interest. Swenson and Wahr [2002] also suggested a method to derive a scaling parameter to restore power attenuated by the smoothing process, again, on the basis of an approximation of the true average signal inside the area compared with the recovered signal after smoothing.

[9] We have modified the method of Swenson and Wahr [2002] in this application, by using full month-to-month variations in modeled water storage anomalies from the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS)/Noah hydrologic model [Rodell et al., 2004a] for January 2003 until December 2006 to derive the optimal kernel. After converting GLDAS/Noah data to equivalent gravity field coefficients, we processed the model data with a series of smoothed averaging kernels (ranging from no smoothing to smoothing with a radius of 1000 km) truncated to degree and order 60 and compared the results with the “true” average over the High Plains aquifer with no smoothing or truncation. A linear scaling parameter was estimated to restore power from the smoothed coefficients to the “true” average, and then the standard deviation of the differences was calculated. This was then added to the standard deviation of the GRACE errors at the same smoothing [e.g., Swenson and Wahr, 2002], and a minimum was computed. The minimum was found at a smoothing radius of ~500 km.

[10] The scaling factor calculated from the GLDAS/Noah simulation at this smoothing interval was applied to the GRACE data after applying the smoothed kernel. Level 2 release 04 (RL04) gravity field coefficients from the Center for Space Research (CSR) were used. The coefficients have been adjusted by replacing monthly degree 2 order 0 terms with those from a satellite laser ranging (SLR) analysis [Cheng and Tapley, 2004], after removing the effects of the same atmosphere/ocean model used in the GRACE processing. A new monthly geocenter estimate calculated by Swenson et al. [2008a] on the basis of an ocean model and GRACE data, was added. The data were corrected for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) on the basis of the model by Paulson et al. [2007]. In this analysis, we have used all available months except January 2003 and January 2004 (because of less than 1-month coverage) and August and September 2004 (because of poor spatial coverage due to the satellite’s ground track during the month). No data were collected during June 2003, which means no gravity solution exists for this month.

[11] Estimated uncertainty in the monthly water storage anomalies is 21 mm of water for measurements after February 2003 and 35 mm for observations before March 2003, with the greater error arising from higher GRACE errors. Errors were reduced with averaging of TWS anomalies, assuming that errors in the monthly TWS are not correlated (because each monthly solution is processed separately):

$$
\delta_N = \frac{\delta_i}{\sqrt{N}}
$$

where $\delta_N$ is estimated uncertainty in TWS averaged over N months, and $\delta_i$ is estimated uncertainty in a 1-month anomaly. Using equation (2) for seasonal (3-month) periods, estimated uncertainty in GRACE TWS is 12.1 mm except for the 2003 winter period (January–March 2003), where estimated uncertainty is 20.2 mm. Monthly TWS anomalies were averaged to calculate seasonal (January–March, April–June, July–September, and October–December) anomalies (Figure 2).

2.2. Soil Moisture

[12] In this study soil moisture analysis served two purposes: (1) in situ soil moisture data were combined with in situ groundwater level measurements to compare with GRACE TWS and (2) simulated SM changes from a land surface model were compared with in situ data to evaluate the applicability of using simulated SM changes instead of in situ data. Comparison of measured and simulated soil moisture allows the reliability of using simulated soil moisture for estimating regional GWS from GRACE to be evaluated. This comparison is important for regions where measured soil moisture data are not available.

[13] In situ soil moisture measurements include data from 78 monitoring stations with shallow profiles (0.75–1 m, Figure 3). Data were obtained from a number of monitoring networks, including the West Texas Mesonet (www.mesonet.ttu.edu), the Oklahoma Mesonet (www.mesonet.org), the High Plains Regional Climate Center (www.hprec.unl.edu), the Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN, www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/scan), and the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program Soil Water and Temperature System (ARM-SWATS, www.arm.gov). In addition to the shallow profiles, data were obtained from 13 stations with deeper profiles (1.75–7 m) across the aquifer area and 18 stations (3 m depth) at an experimental site in the Nebraska Sand Hills [Wedin et al., 2007].

[14] For comparison with GRACE TWS, depth-integrated SM storage anomalies were required. As most of the SM measurements are shallow ($\leq 1$ m), it was difficult to capture the full amplitude of SM anomalies only on the basis of the shallow measurements. Also, simulated SM from the Noah land surface model [Ek et al., 2003] was used in the analysis. Forcing and parameterization of the model were based on data from the North American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) [Cosgrove et al., 2003]. The model simulated SM in the top 2 m of the soil column. Thus, to compare in situ...
SM measurements with simulated SM, it was necessary to “upscale” the shallow SM measurements to 2 m depth. Upscaling the shallow data (≤1 m) was done using SM data from deeper stations (1.75–7 m).

For each site depth-integrated SM was calculated for 1, 2, and 4 m depths. Data from most sites were provided as volumetric soil moisture content, and at sites where matric potential was measured, it was converted to volumetric soil moisture content using a van Genuchten retention function [van Genuchten, 1980]. Parameters for the retention functions were estimated using the Rosetta pedotransfer software [Schaap et al., 2001] on the basis of site specific data on soil texture and bulk density. For each integration depth, SM anomalies over the study period were calculated. Then two factors were used to analyze variations in SM with depth: (1) the standard deviation (SD) of the anomalies at different depths, and (2) a calculated “fit factor,” which is a multiplier used to scale SM variations while minimizing the root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between two data sets (Figure 4).

The Nebraska Sand Hills region differs hydrologically from much of the High Plains because of the high sand content in soils, close to 100% in some locations (Figure 5a). SM variability in the Sand Hills extends to depths of at least 3 m [Wedin et al., 2007]. Variability in SM at depths ≥3 m was modeled using an exponential function \( SM(z) = SM_0 \times \exp(-z/b) \), following Swenson et al. [2008b], because there are no SM measurements at these depths. Using measurements to a depth of 3 m, a least squares fit was used to estimate the parameters in the exponential model (\( b \) and \( SM_0 \)). The model was then used to estimate fit factors to a depth of 10 m. The State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO, http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov) hydrologic group classification was used to categorize soils into four main hydrologic infiltration groups: (1) high, (2) moderate, (3) slow, and (4) very slow infiltration rates (Figure 5b). The study area was divided into a 1 × 1 degree mesh, which was used to aggregate point measurements and upscale point data to spatial averages. Numeric values were assigned to the hydrologic group categories (1 = high infiltration to 4 = very slow infiltration), and the average hydrologic group per cell in the mesh was calculated (Figure 5c).

For each 1 × 1 degree cell in the mesh, the mean SM anomaly for an integrated depth of 1 m was calculated by averaging anomalies from all stations within a cell. Then mean anomalies in each cell were upscaled on the basis of the appropriate fit factor. An area-weighted anomaly was calculated for the entire study area. The calculated SM anomalies were compared with depth-integrated simulated SM from the Noah land surface model.

### 2.3. Groundwater Storage

Groundwater storage variations were calculated from field measurements of groundwater levels throughout the...

Figure 3. Location of soil moisture monitoring stations. Squares represent sites with shallow (0.75–1 m) profiles, and circles represent sites with deep (1.75–7 m) profiles.

Figure 4. Fit factors used to estimate variability of SM for different integration depths. (a) SM anomalies at depths of 1 and 4 m and (b) 1 m data fitted to 4 m data. In this example, a fit factor of 1.6 was used to minimize the RMSD between the two time series. Circed areas show the fitting process.
aquifer. Groundwater level measurements were obtained from federal and state databases, including the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Water Information System (NWIS, http://waterdata.usgs.gov), the Texas Water Development Board (http://www.twdb.state.tx.us), and the Kansas Geological Survey (www.kgs.ku.edu). Groundwater level changes were calculated for each well by first calculating the mean water level in each season (January–March, April–June, July–September, and October–December). Then groundwater level changes were calculated as the difference between groundwater levels in two consecutive seasons. Seasonal averaging periods (instead of monthly) were used for the groundwater data because this substantially increased the number of available data points.

Seasonal groundwater level changes were calculated from January 2003 through December 2006. Groundwater level changes were calculated for 1989 wells with at least one groundwater level measurement in two consecutive seasons (Figure 6a). The number of groundwater level data points for each season varied from 760 to 1230 with an average of 983 data points. To eliminate errors in groundwater level measurements that could be attributed to measurement errors or measurements taken in active pumping zones, data were filtered to exclude extreme changes. Daily groundwater level records from 75 wells in the USGS database showed that the seasonal amplitude of groundwater levels is ≤4.6 m (15 feet) in 97% of wells. Thus, groundwater level changes ≥4.6 m were not included in the analysis. Groundwater level changes were spatially aggregated and regionalized to calculate a single representative value for the High Plains. First, groundwater level anomalies were averaged over a 1 × 1 degree mesh, where each cell of the mesh was assigned the mean value of all wells within it (Figure 6c). Then, an area-weighted average was calculated from the cell values.

Groundwater level changes were converted to groundwater storage changes by multiplying water level changes by the specific yield of the aquifer. Specific yield in the High Plains aquifer ranges from 0 to 30%. For this study an area-weighted average specific yield of 0.15 was used (Gutentag et al., 1984).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Soil Moisture

Results of in situ SM analysis show that variability in SM is mostly limited to the upper 2 m of the soil profile, especially under natural grassland and shrubland ecosystems and rain-fed (nonirrigated) cropland. Comparison of the SD and fit factors calculated for different integration depths (Tables 1a and 1b) reveals that almost 100% of the variability under these settings is contained within the upper 2 m of the soil column, while under irrigated areas variability in the upper 2 m accounts for 76 to 98% of the total variability (depending on the estimation method). Thus, total water storage variations in the soil column can gener-
Table 1a. Standard Deviations of Depth-integrated Soil Moisture for 1, 2, and 4 m Depths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 m</td>
<td>Rain fed 46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 m</td>
<td>Rain fed 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 m</td>
<td>Rain fed 67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of SD 2 m to SD 4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rain fed 99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variability in SM is measured to depths of at least 3 m. An average fit factor of about 1.3 was used to upscale 1 m depth-integrated anomalies to 2 m depth in most of the High Plains, with the exception of the Nebraska Sand Hills region, where 1 m depth-integrated anomalies to 2 m depth in most of the High Plains, with the exception of the Nebraska Sand Hills region, where variability in SM is measured to depths of at least 3 m. The fit factor calculated for upsampling SM anomalies from 1 to 2 m is 1.6. The modeled fit factors (using an exponential function) showed that the fit factors increase to a maximum of 2.5, with a factor of 2.2 at a depth of 4 m.

Thus, upsampling depth-integrated SM anomalies to 4 m captures ~90% of the SM variability in the Nebraska Sand Hills region. Although variability in SM with depth is somewhat different in the Nebraska Sand Hills, the impact of this region on the entire High Plains SM estimate is relative minor because of the area of the Sand Hills (50,000–60,000 km², 11–13% of the aquifer area). Varying the fit factor over the Sand Hills area between 1.3 and 2.2 changed the RMSE with the reference simulated SM by <2%.

In situ derived SM anomalies compared well with SM anomalies simulated by the Noah land surface model (R = 0.82), both in amplitude and timing of variations (Figure 7). SM shows somewhat cyclical variation throughout the study period (2003–2006), with maxima during the spring and minima during the fall/winter. Elevated precipitation from September through November 2004 (175% of long-term mean) explains the SM accumulation during the winter of 2004 and into the winter and spring of 2005.

3.2. Groundwater Storage

Annual GWS measurements from field campaigns (published annually by the USGS) provide an excellent benchmark for comparison with seasonal GWS changes.

Table 1b. Average Fit Factors for Upscaling Data Between 1 and 2, 2 and 4, and 1 and 4 m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Factor</th>
<th>Factor 1, 1 to 2 m</th>
<th>Factor 2, 2 to 4 m</th>
<th>Factor 3, 1 to 4 m</th>
<th>Ratio of Fit Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rain fed</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Monthly SM anomalies over the High Plains aquifer. Data represent vertically integrated SM to a depth of 2 m (4 m for the Nebraska Sand Hills region). The site data are spatially aggregated to represent a weighted average value for the aquifer area.
declines in the summer. Other errors that could contribute to the difference include leakage of GRACE TWS signal from areas outside the High Plains aquifer, errors in SM and GWS introduced because of spatial aggregation of point measurements, and the use of an average specific yield to calculate groundwater storage changes.

Grace-derived GWS changes calculated from TWS minus SM agreed well with estimates based on in situ groundwater level measurements, both in magnitude and timing of peaks ($R = 0.73$ and $p = 0.002$ for in situ SM, $R = 0.72$ and $p = 0.002$ for simulated SM) (Figure 10). In situ GWS calculated from groundwater level changes showed higher variability than GWS calculated from TWS minus SM, especially during summer when stronger declines were estimated from field measurements. The standard deviation (SD) of in situ GWS is 52 mm, much larger than the SD of GWS calculated from TWS minus SM (21 mm for in situ SM, 28 mm for simulated SM).

GWS results were compared with annual changes published by the USGS and with those calculated as GRACE-derived TWS minus SM (Table 2). USGS estimates for 2003–2004 and 2004–2005 are similar in direction (decrease in GWS) and in magnitude to changes calculated from in situ GWS in this study. Annual (winter-to-winter) GWS changes calculated from groundwater level measurements do not agree with annual changes calculated as TWS minus SM. For the 2003–2004 period in situ data and USGS data show a decrease in groundwater storage, while GWS calculated as TWS minus SM showed an increase in GWS. For the 2004–2005 period GWS changes calculated as TWS minus SM showed a decrease in storage, (28.6 mm for in situ SM, and 43.7 mm for simulated SM) while the USGS and GWS analysis showed a decrease of 9.1 mm and 3.0 mm, respectively. For the 2005–2006 period, in situ GWS analysis shows a decrease in storage (22.2 mm), while GWS calculated as TWS minus SM varied between an increase of 13.2 mm for in situ soil moisture to a decrease of 10.0 mm for simulated SM. This difference is attributed to the large discrepancy between in situ and
simulated SM during the summer and fall of 2005 (see Figure 7).

4. Summary and Conclusions

[29] This study presents a comparison of GRACE-derived TWS and GWS with in situ measurements of SM and groundwater levels in the High Plains aquifer (450,000 km$^2$ area), which represents a semiarid region with deep groundwater (mean 30 m) and strong seasonal groundwater storage changes resulting from intense irrigation.

[30] Monitored SM in deep (1.75–7 m) soil profiles showed that almost 100% of SM variability is in the upper 2 m of the soil column in natural ecosystems and rain-fed (nonirrigated) cropland throughout the High Plains. Even in irrigated areas 76% to 98% of SM variability is within the upper 2 m. Monitored SM (after spatial aggregation) compared favorably to simulated SM from the Noah land surface model ($R = 0.82$), with similar magnitude of peaks and timing of changes. This comparison validates the applicability of land surface models for estimating SM variability over large areas with deep water tables, such as the High Plains aquifer.

[31] Grace-derived TWS is highly correlated with TWS derived from in situ soil moisture and groundwater level measurements ($R = 0.96$, RMSD = 38 mm for in situ SM and $R = 0.95$, RMSD = 36 mm for simulated SM) in the High Plains aquifer. The two TWS signals agree both in magnitude and timing of peaks capturing maxima in TWS in winter-spring and minima during the summer. Seasonal variations in GWS calculated from groundwater level measurements are highly correlated with GWS calculated as GRACE TWS minus SM ($R = 0.73$ for in situ SM, and $R = 0.72$ for simulated SM). Comparison of annual (winter-to-winter) GWS changes estimated as TWS minus SM do not agree with annual GWS changes from measured data.

[32] Good agreement between GRACE-derived TWS and in situ measurements of SM and groundwater validates the potential for using GRACE gravity measurements to infer variability in TWS over large areas. In addition, good correspondence between GWS calculated as GRACE TWS minus SM and GWS estimated from groundwater level measurements from the intensively monitored High Plains aquifer demonstrates the potential for using GRACE-derived TWS and measured or simulated SM to monitor GWS changes and aquifer depletion over large areas (hundreds of square kilometers) in semiarid regions subjected to intensive irrigation pumpage. The potential for using GRACE to monitor TWS and components of the hydrologic cycle is expected to improve over time as future advances in GRACE processing improve the spatial and

![Figure 10. Anomalies in GWS from GRACE (TWS minus SM) compared with in situ GWS. (a) Soil moisture derived from in situ measurements and (b) soil moisture derived from Noah land surface model. Circles and arrows represent annual (winter-to-winter) changes, which were compared with USGS published data in Table 2.](image-url)

Table 2. Comparison of Annual Winter-to-Winter Groundwater Storage Changes$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>USGS GWS Change (mm)</th>
<th>In situ GWS Change (mm)</th>
<th>TWS Minus In Situ SM (mm)</th>
<th>TWS Minus Simulated SM (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003–2004</td>
<td>−36.6</td>
<td>−43.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004–2005</td>
<td>−9.1</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>−28.6</td>
<td>−43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005–2006</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−22.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>−10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The second column shows groundwater storage (GWS) changes published by USGS [McGuire, 2007]. In situ GWS changes were estimated from field measurements (described in section 2.3). NA means not available. The fourth column shows changes calculated by subtracting in situ SM from GRACE-derived TWS, and the fifth column is the same as the fourth but with simulated SM. The time series are also shown in Figure 10.
temporal resolution of TWS changes, leading to more accurate and detailed monitoring of TWS.
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